
Medicine can’t explain why a phantom limb 
itches in the night, fingers scratching for 
skin that isn’t there. They don’t know how 

to silence the burn in a foot that doesn’t exist, the tingle 
in a hand rotting elsewhere. There is no answer for how 
a muscle not attached to the body can cramp, causing 
familiar pain in a limb long estranged from its owner. 

They’ve tried. Severed nerve endings have been 
cauterized, stumps shortened, entire areas of the brain 
deadened to stop signals from nowhere. It doesn’t 
work. Instead of relief the afflicted receive fresh pain to 
compound the suffering, scar tissue piled over trauma.

As far as I know, I’m the first with a phantom heart.
I wasn’t aware of my sister until she fell in love 

with the wrong person. She would’ve been my twin, 
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our umbilical cords wrapped around each other on our 
birthday, the same way our limbs intertwined in mother’s 
womb—until I absorbed her. My body was the stronger, 
but her heart stayed true, living quietly inside of me 
throughout our childhood. Our lives stayed in step until 
the moment when my love wandered down the hallway 
to the band room, hers drawn to the back alley where the 
roughs snuck a smoke in between classes. There was the 
smallest tug in my chest as she asserted herself, my body 
going one direction, her heart another.

When the pathways diverged my life crumbled, 
odd compulsions sending me into crying jags at the 
sight of a tattooed arm, hauntingly familiar yet hard to 
place. My lips would curl around a joint I’d never tasted, 
arms hungry for a muscled body my own could never 
desire. A name I didn’t want to know echoed through 
my head and drove me mad, my own love’s face fading 
from sight as I was eaten from the inside for need of 
someone else. Someone I despised.

Madness loomed. I spent long hours on my bed, 
hands crossed protectively across my chest, willing 
common sense to prevail over emotion. Honesty drove 
me to my parents, an outpouring of feelings not my own 
and the conviction that another resided inside me earned 
nothing more than earlier curfews and appointments 
with specialists. But the doctors they took me to treated 
the mind and not the heart, and so they did me no good. 

My parents had to listen after I went through my 
bedroom window, plate glass slicing through my skin 
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as her heart leapt after his passing motorcycle. I lay 
bleeding on the lawn, paramedics shielding me from my 
mother’s frantic screams, my father’s swearing. They 
peeled my fingers away from my shattered clarinet, 
spoke to each other over my slashed body. Blood 
pressure. Heart rate.

“It’s not mine,” I said.
“Yes, it’s fine,” the female medic said comfortingly.
“Not mine,” I repeated. “My heart is not mine.”
My mother’s wail went up a notch, my father’s 

epithets one degree warmer as the medics exchanged 
glances.

They put me on suicide watch though I tried to 
explain, the door to my hospital room firmly shut 
against raised voices in the hallway. The IV dripped and 
my eyes grew heavy, welcoming the fog of drugs to ease 
a heartbreak not my own.

Mom came to me in the night, her will not strong 
enough to go against Dad in the light of day. Her hand 
found mine and I struggled to consciousness, back to 
the pain that was now both within and without.

“Sasha,” Mom said, her voice a gentle breath. Then 
more quietly, a question. “Shanna?”

My heart leapt at this strange name, as if it would 
beat through my chest into my mother’s arms. My 
hand clenched on hers and she cried again, this time 
a silent weeping that devastated her body, shoulders 
wracked, face contorted. I wondered how I’d felt this 
phantom inside me only recently, not seeing her earlier 
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in the perpetual dark circles under Mom’s eyes, the long 
silences between my parents that had stretched further 
over the years.

“Shanna,” I repeated, heavy lips awkward. 
“She died early,” Mom said, and my heart skipped 

a beat, as if in silent recognition of this truth. “The 
doctors said you absorbed her.”

“Not all of her.”
Dad pushed for a mental facility, threatening 

to put Mom in there with me if she persisted in 
encouraging my twisted fantasy. But there were others 
who listened, doctors whose beliefs included things 
unheard of. When they suggested mirror therapy I 
jumped at the chance, ready to attempt anything to 
ease the unhealable ache inside me, the continued 
yearning for a boy I did not care for.

The box had two mirrors in the center, perpendicular 
to each other. An amputee could put their stump in one 
side, their good arm in another, and trick the brain into 
believing that a fist clenched for years was finally letting 
go as the inverse image of the good hand relaxed. Feet 
were scratched, atrophied muscles stretched, burning 
sensations cooled. I expected nothing more than the 
side view of my own face, another dead end in the 
search for treatment of an unknown malady. But my 
sister saw her chance and came forward. The heart that 
was not mine stopped.

A face not quite my own looked back, brows 
lighter, cheekbones higher, eyes red from crying. Our 
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gaze met and my fists clenched, unsure what to do. A 
life unlived stared back at me, one I ended by accident, 
a chance kick in the womb disconnecting her from the 
placenta. She was owed.

I touched my face and watched as she stroked her 
own, a small smile forming on gaunt lips.

“Hello, Shanna,” I said.
____________________
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